PayComplete Exhibiting at Venditalia in Milan, Italy, 11-14 May 2022
Milan, Italy, April 29, 2022
PayComplete, will be exhibiting at Venditalia 2022, taking place in Milan from May 11 to 14. Known in
Italy for the acquisition of the Comestero Group, PayComplete enjoys a solid reputation for its diverse
range of vending and OEM products, such as Currenza C2, RM5, Vantage, the closed loop cashless systems EuroKey Next and WorldKey series.
At Venditalia, PayComplete will introduce the NEW WorldKey Lite Plus, an optimized version of their
WorldKey Lite cashless system. WorldKey Lite Plus adds the ability to manage features like telemetry
systems, mobile apps, displays and input/output interfaces to the WorldKey Lite system.
PayComplete will showcase their P66 and P68 credit card readers, known for their reliability and flexibility, giving operators the ability to manage a variety of different payment circuits while controlling
all transactions remotely through a dedicated web platform.
Other highlights on display from PayComplete include coin and bill recyclers, validators, coin hoppers,
kiosks, cashless systems, coin changers, counters and electronic locks, a range of products that encompasses individual components as well as complete solutions for OEMs and vending operators.
Finally, PayComplete will be demonstrating its NEW ConnectCube software platform, an ecosystem
for developers that allows transactional kiosks manufactures to drastically simplify any payment components integration. ConnectCube makes it easy to innovate and rapidly design new vending machine
solutions and facilitates preventive maintenance planning and implementation by allowing operators
and service providers to remotely monitor devices.
“As a company, we’ve been on a journey to unify our value proposition, bringing together the software, hardware devices and services from various acquisitions around the globe” said Jurgen Leijdekker, CEO. “Our new brand PayComplete, tells the story of how we simplify in-person transactions, as
consumers and employees increasingly want to perform transactions themselves—be it on self-checkout devices, vending machines, kiosks, smart safes, or bank lobby devices. What differentiates us in
our industry is that we are the only company with a unified software platform built to support any
transactional device, be it our own hardware or that of others.”
PayComplete’s Executive Vice President for the Automated Services Sector, François Profit, stated:
“We’re proud to bring to this show the result of the investment made during these past two years of
COVID. The journey we started three years ago to simplify transactions and cash management is now
online and a reality. Happy to finally be able to propose this game changer solution to our OEM customers.”
The PayComplete team at Venditalia will be offering demonstrations of the ConnectCube platform
and development environment and look forward to welcoming you at booth D97 E98 (PAV 4).
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About PayComplete

PayComplete grew out of the cash handling division of SUZOHAPP, known in Italy for the acquisition
of the Comestero Group, and is a global leader in physical finance, dedicated to innovating self-service
experiences and operations for both consumers and employees. PayComplete serves a broad range of
industries, including retail, transportation, financial services, vending, cash centers, mints and more.
Industry leaders work with PayComplete to make their transaction-based businesses more innovative,
agile, and efficient. More information is available at paycomplete.com.
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